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Introduction 

This white paper is designed to give technical staff, project managers, and file server experts an 

overview of Symantec Enterprise Vault File System Archiving (FSA). It is not intended to introduce 

File System Archiving to a non technical audience. 

More than hierarchical storage management 

Storage can be layered or tiered according to the relevance of data, an approach referred to as 

hierarchical storage management (HSM). Today, however, companies accumulate an enormous 

amount of information, presenting new challenges. In addition to simply storing the information, 

they must search and retain the right type of information according to defined policies. 

 

Enterprise Vault has been designed as an archiving platform and management solution primarily 

for unstructured data. It exceeds the limitations of traditional HSM applications by providing a 

File Lifecycle Management (FLM) framework to archive, index, classify and retain data, discover it 

for legal purposes, and comply with external regulations integration, block unnecessary or 

unwanted file types, allow the creation and use of a retention folders file plan and supply the 

tools required for enterprise class reporting. These tools allow companies to manage a files 

entire lifecycle, from conception to deletion. 

 

While many competing archiving solutions consist of a portfolio of point solutions acquired or 

delivered by OEMs that are more or less integrated on the surface, Enterprise Vault has been 

developed as a flexible framework using a single storage engine, unified administration console, 

and a security subsystem that matches the flexibility of existing e-mail and file servers (see 

Figure 1). 

Today the majority of systems that have been developed for archiving business records struggle 

with the unstructured nature of e-mail and files. Offline access, permission synchronization, 

object-level retention, and full-text indexing are often afterthoughts. In contrast, Enterprise Vault 

has been developed with these requirements in mind, delivering enterprise-class performance 

with minimal impact on end users. 
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Figure 1 - Enterprise Vault archiving framework 

Differentiators 

Enterprise Vault is a unique product in the marketplace owing to features such as: 

• Single point of administration for all archiving targets. 

• Flexible rules engine including retention folders. 

• Active or passive file blocking. 

• Integrated Active Directory security/authentication system. 

• Comprehensive recall limits, preventing abuse. 

• Pass Through Recall for archived data (data is retrieved directly to the users workstation). 

• File versioning and pruning. 

• Advanced Monitoring and Reporting (on active and archived content). 

• Unified storage system for email messages, file data and SharePoint® data amongst others. 

• Single-instance and compression of storage, independent of the back-end platform. 

• Full-text indexing and search. 

• HTML renditions for long-term information access. 

• Legal discovery option through Enterprise Vault Discovery Accelerator (licensed separately) 
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In summary, Enterprise Vault offers the functionality of a comprehensive information 

management platform, rather than a classic HSM solution that focuses on data and storage 

management alone.  

High Level Concepts 

Administration 

File System Archiving is a core part of the Enterprise Vault framework and is administered from 

the same Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in as other supported archiving targets 

(see Figure 2). The use of MMC technology allows administrators to add the Enterprise Vault 

administration interface to their existing set of console snap-ins, reducing the complexity and 

enhancing the productivity of daily operations. 
 

 

Figure 2 – Enterprise Vault Admin Console (Power Administrator role) 

 

It is possible to restrict access to functionality in the Enterprise Vault admin console based on the 

role of the administrative user. In fact, you can show a file server admin only the containers and 

options that are relevant to his or her job, whilst hiding features like Exchange and Domino to 

prevent accidental changes to policies outside the administrator’s defined scope (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 - Enterprise Vault Admin Console (File Administrator role) 

 

In addition to the administration console, there are a number of command-line utilities to 

automate the provisioning of archive points and start an archive run from a script. For example, 

an archive run can be triggered once the file server backup finishes (FSARunNow.exe). 

 

Another powerful command-line application is FSAUtility.exe. This tool helps with the 

consolidation of file servers by moving placeholders without recalling the original files. It also 

provides functionality to re-create missing placeholders (for example, after a backup restore). 

Specifically, FSAUtility.exe can
1
: 

• Re-create deleted/missing placeholders (checks consistency between file server and 

archive). 

• Restore (export) original files. 

• Re-create deleted archive points according to the archive configuration. 

• Move placeholders between Volumes and/or File Servers without triggering file recalls 

(for moving file shares or consolidating servers). 

• Delete orphaned placeholders. 

 

 

                                                                      
 

1
 Check the product documentation as platform support is version specific. 
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Reporting and Monitoring 

Enterprise Vault is tightly integrated with the Windows Event Viewer and therefore can be used 

with all applications that analyze and monitor the event logs. It adds a new “Enterprise Vault” log 

to the Windows Event Viewer to provide full status information without overloading the existing 

application logs. 

 

With Enterprise Vault Operations Manager (EVOM), administrators can monitor the status and 

health of all Enterprise Vault servers within a site from a central Web-based operations console. 

This provides instant information about the availability of Enterprise Vault and helps 

administrators meet even the highest service level agreement (SLA) requirements. 

 

For organizations that want to use an external monitoring and reporting framework, Symantec 

provides and out-of-the-box integration with Microsoft’s System Centre Operations Manager 

(SCOM), enabling you to monitor the status of Enterprise Vault with the same tools and systems 

that you use for monitoring the availability of Windows file servers. Other management 

frameworks can either be tweaked to monitor the Enterprise Vault event logs and service state or 

integrated to use SCOM as a management agent for Microsoft servers and Enterprise Vault.  

 

To convey the effectiveness of Enterprise Vault and to justify the investment to the business, 

Enterprise Vault also incorporates comprehensive operations and file server data reporting based 

on Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services. Some example operations reports include: 

• Archive Quota Usage 

• Enterprise Vault Server Seven-Day Health Status 

• Items Archived per Hour 

• Vault Store Usage by Archive 

• Vault Store Usage Summary 
 

Enterprise Vault File System reporting works for MS Windows, NetApp Filer and EMC Celerra 

volumes. The file server reports can be configured to include both active (non-archived) and 

archived data. Automatic intelligent analysis of the reports output allows Enterprise Vault to 

make a series of recommendations within the report body on suggested archiving policies based 

on the results. Some example file server reports include: 

• File Groups Summary 

• Drive Usage 

• Unused Files 
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• Storage Summary 

• Archive Point Summary 

• Duplicate Files Summary 

• Storage Trends (showing information on storage growth) 
 

In addition to SQL Server–based reporting, comprehensive report files can be created either 

during the archiving run (or optionally in a report mode run which produces a “what if” analysis 

without changing the information on the file server). This allows administrators to quickly 

identify which files will be archived, what volume of information is eligible for archiving based on 

the current rules, and whether the files have any explicit permissions set (against Microsoft best 

practice). 

Information Access / Control 

Placeholders (MS Windows) 

With Windows 200x based file servers, Enterprise Vault provides transparent access for end 

users by using placeholder technology, an extension of the NTFS offline mechanism. As shown in 

Figure 4, archived item placeholders display the same icon as the original file, with a small clock 

as an overlay symbol to indicate that the file has been archived and that access to the 

information might take slightly longer. The size of a placeholder (as shown in the properties page 

in Figure 4) is reported to be the size of the original file although the actual size of the file on disk 

is typically 4KB. A placeholder will occupy 1 disk cluster which is normally set at 4KB. If the disk 

has been formatted with a larger cluster size, then a single placeholder will still occupy 1 cluster. 

Best practice for archiving would be to use a small cluster size. If a larger cluster is in use, then 

do not archive any files smaller than the cluster size as no space saving will be achieved 

otherwise. Enterprise Vault placeholders help users in accepting archiving as a seamless 

extension to file serving. A simple double-click from the end-user or a file open request from an 

application will recall the archived file and it will be opened in the native or calling application. 

No client side software is required for archived file recall. 
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Figure 4 - Enterprise Vault placeholders 

 

The use of placeholders on a Windows file server requires the installation and configuration of an 

FSA agent on the file server. This agent allows Enterprise Vault to intercept the users call to view 

the contents of an archived item (like a double click) and perform a recall of the original back to 

the user. The installation of this FSA Agent does not typically require a reboot of the file server. 

Placeholders (NetApp Filer) 

Placeholder shortcuts can also be used on NetApp Filer or vFiler (MultiStore) devices (check the 

Enterprise Vault certification tables for supported OnTap versions). In this case Enterprise Vault 

does not require any installation on the NetApp device, rather it uses a Windows server as a proxy 

server. This proxy server (which is typically the Enterprise Vault server) registers itself with the 

NetApp device via the fpolicy interface and responds to placeholder requests in the same way 

that it does for Windows based placeholder operations.  

As before the actual size on disk of the placeholder will be a few KB, where-as the size reported to 

users will be the original figure. 

Placeholders (EMC Celerra) 

Enterprise Vault also supports the creation and use of placeholder shortcuts on an EMC Celerra 

device (check the Enterprise Vault certification tables for supported DART versions). As with 

NetApp based placeholders, Enterprise Vault does not require any installation on the storage 

device itself. Placeholder creation and retrieval is done via the Celerra FileMover API which 

responds to users requests in the same way as placeholders for both Windows and NetApp filer 

volumes. 
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Figure 5 shows how end users have the same transparent access to files archived by Enterprise 

Vault on MS Windows, NetApp Filer and EMC Celerra volumes. 
 

 

 
Figure 5 - Placeholder recall mechanism 

Pass Through Re-call 

It is also possible (since EV 8.0 Sp1) to configure client retrievals to occur in a different manner 

to previous releases i.e. the re-called file is restored back to the file system before being handed 

to the calling user/application. In this case Enterprise Vault can be configured to deliver content 

directly to an end user or application without first restoring it back to the file server (the file is 

instead restored to a cache area on the EV server and then passed to the calling user or 

application directly). This avoids the requirement of temporarily restoring the item back to its 

original location in order to give users access to the item. This is especially useful when disk 

quotas are in use on the target file server(s). 

Another primary use case behind this functionality is to allow user’s access to placeholders even 

when they are stored on a read-only file system such as a snapshot or volume shadow copy i.e 

where restore back to original location is not possible. 

This configuration is supported for all Windows and Celerra volumes and only for read-only or 

snapshot volumes on NetApp. 
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Note – When pass through re-call is enabled, Delete on Delete (explained next) will be 

automatically disabled for Windows volumes and is highly recommended to be disabled for 

Celerra volumes
2
. 

 

In this case Figure 6 shows how end users will gain access to files archived by Enterprise Vault. 

 

Figure 6 - Placeholder recall mechanism using Pass Thru Recall. 

Missing placeholder restore / Runaway re-call limits 

Missing placeholders can be recovered to archive target volumes from the archive and can be 

checked for consistency (including deleting orphaned placeholders) by using FSAUtility.exe (see 

the Utilities documentation, supplied with EV for details). In addition runaway recall limits for 

placeholder access from target volumes ensure that a single client or application cannot recall a 

large number of files in a short period of time. This feature can help avoid excessive recalls due to 

incorrectly configured antivirus or backup products. 

                                                                      
 

2
 There is a risk of data loss if pass-through recall and Delete on Delete are used together. 
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Delete on Delete / Delete on Recall
3
 and Safety Folders 

Enterprise Vault can provide a Delete on Delete (DoD) functionality with its placeholders to 

ensure that when an item is either deleted from the file server (depending on the configuration) 

the item in the archive is also deleted. This functionality is provided via an event trap by the FSA 

Agent for Windows volumes, the EV Agent server for NetApp volumes and from the FileMover logs 

for Celerra volumes (FileMover logging must be enabled for this functionality to be available). 

 
 

DoD configurations can have an interesting side effect if an administrator performs a restore of 

placeholder shortcuts to a different volume. This can results in 2 placeholder shortcuts pointing 

towards the same archived item. If one of these placeholders is deleted (and DoD flags are set) 

they can leave the remaining placeholder orphaned as the archived item is deleted. To combat 

this Enterprise Vault has a safety folder feature in which DoD flags can be ignored when 

placeholders are deleted. This allows an administrator to restore placeholder shortcuts and 

configure Enterprise Vault to not honour the DoD flags by configuring relevant safety folders for 

the restored data. 

 

Safety folders currently can only be used with Windows and NetApp volumes. They cannot be 

implemented against EMC Celerra volumes as the FileMover logs do not note the location of the 

item being re-called or deleted. Therefore Enterprise Vault cannot determine whether this should 

be a safety folder or not. This is a requirement for a future release of Enterprise Vault, but is 

reliant on EMC improving the logging capabilities of Celerra to include the full path information. 

Internet Links 

When archiving files from file systems that do not support Enterprise Vault placeholders (check 

the Enterprise Vault certification tables for supported storage devices and also note that any 

device needs to be 100 percent CIFS compatible), Enterprise Vault can still provide direct access 

to the archived files by placing a download URL link shortcut to the original file after archiving. 

For example, a document called MyDocument.doc will be visible as MyDocument.url, with the 

icon changed from a Word document to the Internet Explorer symbol, as shown in Figure 7.  
 

                                                                      
 

3
 Delete on Recall has been a deprecated feature since Enterprise Vault 8.0. 
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Figure 7 - Enterprise Vault Internet links 

 

When you double-click the Internet shortcut, the client’s Web browser provides the option to 

either save or view the item from Enterprise Vault. Although this does not provide the same 

transparency as the placeholders, it is a valid way of providing access, especially if the 

documents are old and rarely accessed (see Figure 8).  
 

 

Figure 8 - Enterprise Vault Internet links end-user access 
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Archive Explorer 

A different way of accessing items stored within Enterprise Vault is the Archive Explorer Web 

client. This allows administrators to archive old documents from the file server (and provide no 

shortcuts) with access to this information via a Web browser. As shown in Figure 9, the end user 

can browse the hierarchical folder structure based on the names of the folders from which files 

were archived. To this end a user can also use this tool as a self service restore tool when they 

need to recover items back to the file system. This provides the ability to completely remove the 

dependency between the file server and the archive and is a valid method to clean up information 

that has been archived for years. 

 

As Archive Explorer also displays the user’s archived data from Exchange mailboxes and public 

folders, it can serve as the “one-stop” client for your company’s archived information. 
 

 

Figure 9 - Enterprise Vault Archive Explorer 
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File Blocking  

Enterprise Vault File System Archiving allows administrators to implement file blocking rules 

against their file servers in order to help control the file types that users are allowed to store on 

corporate file servers. FSA file blocking prevents unwanted file types from being saved to a file 

server. These files can be identified by either their file extension or file signature (checking file 

contents). Administrators can define multiple blocking rules. There are two levels of blocking 

available to administrators; Active blocking where files are blocked in real time should a user 

attempt to copy or move blocked content to the file server, and Passive blocking where the 

banned file types are allowed on to the file server but an alert is generated and sent to either the 

user and/or the administrator. File blocking can be configured to move blocked content to a 

central or local quarantine where the administrator can examine or retrieve the banned files. 

 

Once a file has been blocked, notification messages can be configured to be sent either via E-Mail 

(Exchange / SMTP), SNMP trap or Windows Messenger service. These messages can contain the 

name of the user attempting to store the banned content and the name of the file(s) in question 

as well as a custom message explaining why the item was blocked. 

 

File blocking is available for both Windows and NetApp file servers, but not yet for EMC Celerra
4
. 

Blocking on a Windows file server is achieved by using the File Blocking Service portion of the FSA 

Agent. For Windows, the FSA Agent must be installed on the file server. This service uses a file 

screen filter driver to intercept blocked content moving to/from or on a file server and passes it 

to the file blocking service for the appropriate action. 

 

File blocking on NetApp file servers is achieved using a similar method to the placeholder 

mechanism. An agent server registers itself with the NetApp filer via the FPolicy interface and 

responds to blocked content notifications in the appropriate manner. The agent server will need 

the NetApp FSA Agent installed. Note that this must not be the same server running the 

Placeholder proxy as NetApp only support one FPolicy registration per Windows server 

 

File Blocking can also be used as part of a PST migration strategy as Administrators can actively 

stop any new PST files being stored on file servers. 

                                                                      
 

4
 This is due to the same restrictions on Celerra logging that was noted in the Delete on Delete section earlier. 
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Figure 10 shows how file blocking occurs against both Windows and NetApp file servers. 
 

 
 

Figure 10 - Enterprise Vault File Blocking 

Storage  

Supported storage platforms and tiered-storage solutions 

For the back-end storage of archived content, Enterprise Vault supports almost all major storage 

technologies on the market. This includes any NTFS/CIFS disk-based system like DAS, SAN, and 

NAS, as well as other storage solutions including CAS, tape, DVD, and optical. Special 

integrations with write-once/read-many (WORM) storage systems provide an unparalleled choice 

of solutions from the leading storage vendors, including: 

• Data Domain NAS 

• EMC Centera 

• EMC Celerra NSX 

• Fujitsu ETERNUS  

• Hitachi Content Archive Platform (HCAP) 

• IBM DR550 

• IBM® Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM) with Data Retention Manager 
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• NetApp SnapLock (on NetApp filer and NearStore) 

• Plasmon UDO 

• Sun™ StorEdge 5310 

 

It is possible to use more than one supported storage system simultaneously in order to provide 

different storage features for different types of target data, and this does not affect the potential 

for SIS across archived content. 

 

Enterprise Vault has been designed to integrate with both disk and tape technology to provide a 

balance between accessibility of information and cost of storage. Therefore, it is possible to move 

historic information that is rarely requested to a tertiary storage system as well as to collect 

smaller items into container files for more efficient storage and quicker backup of the stored 

data. The Enterprise Vault tertiary storage option
5
 can now be integrated with Veritas 

NetBackup™, IBM DR550, Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM) and Fujitsu ETERNUS WORM storage, as 

well as an open interface to move the data to another NTFS based file system that is based on 

less expensive disks or optical media. 

Compression and Single-Instance Storage 

Enterprise Vault creates a unique fingerprint for every file that is archived and stores the result in 

a fingerprint database. If multiple files have the same fingerprint, then only one copy of the file 

will be physically stored (Single Instance Storage), although the SIS boundaries can be configured 

according to customers requirements. Many organizations see a dramatic reduction in overall 

storage volume, as hundreds of identical archived documents can often be consolidated into a 

single instance in Enterprise Vault. 

 

Before storing any files, Enterprise Vault can also be configured (enabled by default) to 

compresses the information with the ZLib compression standard to optimize storage efficiency 

and reduce the archive storage footprint. When storing to de-duplication storage devices 

however (such as those offered by Data Domain and NetApp), compression may not be desirable 

to ensure stored content can be further de-duplicated. 

                                                                      
 

5
 Note that you cannot migrate archived data stored on an EMC Centera device. 
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Versioning and Pruning 

Enterprise Vault provides file versioning and pruning out of the box. This is especially useful 

when changes to a file need to be preserved over the lifetime of the document. Previous versions 

can be accessed via the Archive Explorer Web interface as well as the various Enterprise Vault 

search interfaces. 

 

Different versions of a file are created by users re-calling a file from the archive (via its 

placeholder) and making changes to the content. The file name remains the same so when the 

user saves the file it is now different from the version in the archive. Enterprise Vault recognizes 

this and does not revert the file to being a placeholder as it is now a new version and therefore a 

new file. The file will eventually be archived again (depending on the rules defined in the 

archiving policy) and stored as an incremental version of the same file. Enterprise Vault provides 

the facility to limit the number of versions of each file to be kept in the archive. Once the 

maximum number of versions is reached for a file, Enterprise Vault will remove the oldest version 

to make room for the newest version (first in first out). This process is called pruning. Pruning is 

by default disabled and an unlimited number of versions of any file can be kept. 

Indexing 

Indexing benefits 

Today, search technology is one of IT’s hottest topics and greatest challenges. The Internet has 

shown that storing information is only one part of the solution, especially considering the size 

and availability of today’s storage systems. 

 

The challenge is to enable users to retrieve the right piece of information out of the ever-growing 

haystack of information, while maintaining security and privacy. To this end Enterprise Vault 

utilizes full text indexing technology with configurable levels of indexing on a per archive basis.  

Enterprise Vault also has additional intelligence to split the data into meaningful subparts, roll 

over large indexes into new index volumes, and re-index only a single small part of an index if an 

update is required. Additionally, Enterprise Vault validates the data before indexing it to prevent 

meaningless binary data from being added to the indexes. This further reduces the index storage 

footprint in comparison with competing products. 
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Archive Points  

Archive points represent a tag within the file system that marks the beginning of a new archive 

(and therefore a new index). For example, a users’ home folder represents a logical collection of 

files that are probably only relevant to the searches of that user. Therefore, marking the root of 

the home folder as an archive point will instruct FSA to create a separate archive for this data, 

keeping the index small and fast while providing a separate search target for the end user.  

 

Archive points can be conveniently set and managed from the Enterprise Vault administration 

console, including the option to auto-enable archive points for subfolders (particularly useful for 

home folders where new users can be added after Enterprise Vault has been configured). It is also 

possible to change the level of indexing per archive point (in some cases completely disabling 

indexing, although this is not recommended). This provides greater archiving performance, but 

because in some cases archived files are not indexed, you cannot use the Enterprise Vault search 

interfaces (including Archive Explorer) to view or find these items. You will not be able to use 

some tools such as FSAUtility either. 

 

Figure 11 shows how archive points (depicted as red dots) can be strategically placed in a file 

system depending on the structure of the information that requires archiving. In this example 

Enterprise Vault will create 7 archives (each one named after the folder on which the archive 

point exists). Any data archived from a folder will be placed into the nearest archive up the tree 

e.g. all data from the IT, Software and PM folders will be archived into the IT archive. All user 

home shares have their own archives created to give the granularity of searching required for 

each user. 
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Figure 11 - Enterprise Vault Archive Points 

 

Symantec recommends following this rule when determining where archive points should be 

placed. When archiving from users’ home shares (See User A, B, C & D folders in Figure 11 above) 

or single access shares, create an archive point for each of the users’ home folders to ensure they 

each get a separate archive. This will make administration easier as each user will have access 

only to the archive relating to their home folder. When archiving from group or multi access 

shares then try to keep the number of archive points to a minimum by using the root folder of the 

share as the location for the archive point (see HR, IT and Projects folders in Figure 11 above). 

Security 

Service account requirements 

All services and processes in Enterprise Vault run in the context of a domain user account that 

needs to be a local (machine) administrator on the Enterprise Vault server. This Enterprise Vault 

service account will be granted the “Log-On as a service” permission on the Enterprise Vault 

server to allow it to run as a service while no user is interactively logged in during archive runs.  

 

Enterprise Vault archives files over the network. Therefore, full control permissions on the target 

network share need to be set on the file server being archived (as well as local administrator 

permissions).  
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The Enterprise Vault service account needs to be able to change files over the CIFS/SMB protocol 

(share permissions), as well as create the placeholder or URL link (file system permissions). Note 

that during installation of the placeholder service, the setup routine automatically adds the 

Enterprise Vault service account to the local administrator’s group on the file server. 

 

Specifically for placeholder creation on the Windows platform, the following permissions are 

required: 

• Local administrator on file server 

• Full control on the share being used as the volume target 

• Optionally: 

o Browse permissions on the volume target folder 

o Browse permissions on any folder in the path to folders being used as folder 

targets 

If the optional permissions do not exist then you will not be able to browse in the Vault 

Administration Console for the folders, so you would have to explicitly type the path in. 

 

When creating Internet Shortcuts on the Windows platform, local administrator rights on the file 

server are not essential. If not granted to the Vault Service Account then the Vault Service 

Account will need full control on the share as well as full control on all files and folders below the 

share. 

 

As Enterprise Vault does not allow anonymous access to any information stored by the system, all 

clients that try to access objects stored by Enterprise Vault must authenticate themselves. 

Therefore, the placeholder service (which acts as an Enterprise Vault client on the file server on 

behalf of the requesting user) needs to pass its credentials to the Internet Information Server 

(IIS) that runs on the Enterprise Vault server. To do so, the Internet settings on each filer server 

running the FSA Agent must store the names of the EV servers in the list of local intranet Web 

sites to allow Integrated Windows Authenication (IWA). The FSA Agent installation will normally 

configure this automatically. 
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Permissions stored in Enterprise Vault (folder-level permissions) 

Enterprise Vault was created with the highest level of security in mind; therefore, permissions on 

the file server are synchronized twice per day, and end-user requests for archived files are 

authenticated accordingly. By default Enterprise Vault synchronizes the share permissions for 

each target volume rather than the NTFS permissions. This behavior however can be changed by 

using the SynchroniseFSASharePermissions registry key (see Appendix A: Registry Keys for 

more information). 

For performance reasons, Symantec has standardized on folder-level rather than file-level 

permissions. Therefore as files with explicit file-level permissions are encountered during 

archiving, Enterprise Vault can be configured (on a per-policy basis) to either ignore the file (do 

not archive it at all) or to archive the file with the access permissions of the parent folder that 

contains it. Companies are advised to think carefully about this configuration option before 

implementation. There may be certain folders with sensitive content, such as HR or accounting 

folders, that should use an archiving policy that ignores files with explicit permissions. Other 

folders, such as end-user home directories, could use a policy that archives files with explicit 

permissions, applying the permissions of the parent folder. 

Availability 

Enterprise Vault and high availability: Clustering and failover 

Enterprise Vault can be configured as a highly available solution to deliver continuous operation 

in the most critical environments through its support for market-leading Veritas Storage 

Foundation for Windows – High Availability (SFW-HA) as well as Microsoft Cluster Server (MSCS) 

on Windows Server 2003 or 2008. This allows for configurations with virtually no downtime
6
. 

 

                                                                      
 

6
 Note that an Active/Active setup of Enterprise Vault cluster nodes is not supported in either VERITAS SFW-HA or MSCS 

configurations, however Active/Active/Passive or N + 1 are providing that more than one active EV nodes do not fail to the 
same passive node. 
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In addition to the high availability solution using cluster technology at the OS level, Enterprise 

Vault provides a manual failover at the application level without any additional software (when 

running in Building Block mode). A simple reconfiguration of the DNS record that points towards 

the failed Enterprise Vault server’s IP address, combined with a failover procedure invoked with a 

simple mouse click from the Enterprise Vault administration console, will make a secondary 

Enterprise Vault system available in a couple of minutes. As most of the historic information in 

the archive does not have the same business value as the most recent documents, this option is 

acceptable for most enterprise environments. In addition, this Building Block failover can be used 

in Active/Active configurations so all Enterprise Vault servers can be used in normal operations 

without the need for idle failover machines.  

 

The FSA Agent has also been designed to support clustered Windows file servers
7
 and it can be 

installed on both SFW-HA and MSCS as either a managed or unmanaged resource  This normally 

complex task incorporates an easy-to-use wizard within the user interface that guides 

administrators through the setup process. NetApp MultiStore (vFiler) configurations are also fully 

supported. 

Administration concepts 

Policies 

Enterprise Vault File System policies are initially set at the volume level where a volume is 

normally a (CIFS/SMB) network share, as very few organizations would implement archiving from 

the Enterprise Vault server's local drives. Policies consist of quota policies, placeholder type and 

deletion strategy, retention category, archiving rules, file blocking rules, retention folders and the 

handling of files that contain explicit permissions. 

 

                                                                      
 

7
 Windows Active/Active cluster combinations are supported as archiving targets. 
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To allow for more granular policy configuration within a volume, Enterprise Vault also has the 

ability to create policies on a folder level, using specific folder policies with or without the 

Retention Folders functionality. Folder policies can either complement or override (partially or 

fully) the volume policies that would normally control the folder's archiving behaviour. For 

example a folder policy could be used to add additional archiving rules or change the retention 

category used to a specific folder or folders over and above those rules defined by the more 

general volume policy. They can also be used to disable the archiving of system data or sensitive 

data that should not be archived from a folder without the users’ consent.  

 

Using Retention Folders it is possible to apply a number of these folder policies to various folders 

in a pre-defined hierarchy and then apply this configuration in a repeatable manner (like a file 

plan). This allows for the same folders and folder policies to be applied to a number of targets 

without the overhead of configuring each folder separately.  

 

For example the customer may choose to implement a retention folder policy consisting of a 

hierarchy of 3 folders called; “1 Year”, “3 Years” and “7 Years”. Each of these folders is assigned a 

specific folder policy defining a different retention category to be used. So data archived from the 

“1 Year” folder will be assigned a 1 year retention category, the “3 Years” folder a 3 year 

retention category and so on. Applying this configuration to all user shares then allows the user 

to categorize their file data based on business requirements so that when the data is archived it 

is retained for the correct period of time. No client side software is required for the deployment 

of Retention Folders. 

 

When storage savings is the primary goal and volume quotas are necessary, Enterprise Vault can 

use a quota based policy that starts archiving only if a high-water mark of available disk space on 

the target partition of the file server is reached. For example, if the file server has data stored on 

a 1TB NTFS volume, you can set a high-water mark of 90 percent that will start archiving only if 

less than 100 GB of space is available on the volume. It is also possible to specify a low-water 

mark that controls when archiving will stop again. For example, a low-water mark of 80 percent 

would cause Enterprise Vault to continue archiving files until at least 200 GB of disk space was 

available on the 1TB volume. After that, it would monitor the free space until the high-water mark 

was reached, and then the process would begin again. Quota based archiving is only available on 

the Windows file server platform. 
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Rules 

Within an archiving policy you can specify multiple processing rules that target certain files for a 

specific action. The actions possible within each processing rule are; archive, do not archive, 

delete, and archive copy and reset (which has now been superceeded with the Archive Now 

Shortcut Later functionality). In Enterprise Vault 8.0, the action of whether or not to create 

shortcuts has also been separated from the archiving actions. 

 

Figure 12 shows a policy with several different types of rules configured. 
 

 

Figure 12 - Rules view within a policy 

 

When creating processing rules, you can set the criteria based on file name (or extension), size, 

time, and other file attributes and properties. To specify the files that should be included in the 

processing rule, you can either refer to an existing file group (explained next) or manually enter 

the rule-specific file names and extensions. In both the file group and rule properties, the file 

name filter can include wildcards and multiple entries separated by a comma (for example, 

*.doc,*.xls,*.ppt). 
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The file size can be configured as greater than/smaller than in kilobytes, while the time filter 

includes “Last accessed,” “Last modified,” and ”Created” NTFS time stamps, and the Attributes 

tab allows you to filter on various NTFS attributes such as hidden, system, compressed, and read-

only. 

 

Finally it is possible to specify shortcut creation to occur directly after or sometime after the act 

of archiving, a feature called Archive Now, Shortcut Later. The options for shortcut creation are; 

no shortcuts and delete (original) file, create shortcut immediately (after archiving) and create 

shortcut sometime later (with options to define when this should happen). This feature can, for 

example, allow a customer to initiate an eDiscovery archive run against all content on their file 

servers (making the content available for Discovery Accelerator) while not affecting the shortcut 

creation process i.e. archive all files immediately (after 0 days) but only create placeholder 

shortcuts for items not accessed in the last 90 days. 

 

The processing rules are processed according to their priority in the list, from top to bottom. Thus 

Enterprise Vault compares each file with the archive settings in the top rule before moving on to 

the next rule if there was no match. Once a criteria match is found, subsequent rules are not 

considered. This approach allows maximum flexibility in creating the archiving policy while 

minimizing administrative burden. 

 

Symantec recommends using the following pointers when defining processing rules for archiving: 

 
1. Use the EV File System Archiving reporting feature to report on the active file data on the file 

servers, determining the various types of files being stored, how much space they consume 

and the age range of these files i.e. how often they are used, and then using this information 

to drive the creation of suitable file archiving rules. Suitable FSA reports for this kind of 

investigative work are : 

• File Group Space Usage on a Server. 

• Inactive Files on a Server by File Group. 

 

2. Exclude certain folders from archiving if necessary by using overriding folder targets and 

policies. These folders may contain sensitive data or data that is not suitable for archiving. 

Retention Folders can make use of a “do not archive” rule/policy for ease of a replicated 

deployment. 
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3. Create exclude processing rules in the archiving policy higher up the rule list that exclude 

specific file types from archiving such as system or executable files. This prevents critical 

system or application related files from being archived for example, and causing unwanted 

side effects. For example do not archive the following types; *.exe, *.dll, thumbs.db, *.pst; 

*.nsf. 

 

4. Create an exclude processing rule in the archiving policy high in the list that excludes small 

files from archiving (< 4KB, or the size of the disk cluster in use). This is because a single 

placeholder shortcut will take up a single cluster on disk (regardless of the actual size on 

disk), which by default on a Windows NTFS volume is 4KB. Therefore a placeholder shortcut 

will take up the same size on disk as the original file
8
. Due to this Symantec recommends if 

at all possible to ensure that the cluster size used for an NTFS volume being archived is 4KB 

and no larger. 

 

5. Create explicit archive rules for file types or groups. Do not use catch all *.* type archive 

rules. Always target specific file types for archiving in a rule to be sure you know what will be 

archived as a result. Remember to move the more specific rules higher in the rule list to 

ensure they get processed first. 

 

File groups 

Rather than listing file extensions in every policy that is created, you can define one or more 

reusable file groups to list common file extensions that will be specified in multiple policies. A 

typical example would be to create a group called “Office Files” and add the extensions *.doc, 

*.xls, and *.ppt. These groups can be referenced later during policy creation, simplifying rule 

management and increasing consistency and accuracy over time, as new file types must be added 

to all archiving rules. When a new file type is added to Microsoft Office, you can simply update 

the file group instead of changing dozens of policies.  

Enterprise Vault is supplied with 18 pre-defined file groups shown in Figure 13. 
 

                                                                      
 

8
 Although in a file archiving environment implemented to ensure regulatory compliance (for example) all files should be 

archived regardless of size. 
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Figure 13 - Default file groups shipped with Enterprise Vault 8.0 

Retention Folders 

Retention folders allow administrators to use Enterprise Vault as a tool to create standard folder 

hierarchies under a number of specific archiving targets. This means that Retention Folders can 

facilitate the deployment of a corporate file plan to the end user community. Each of these newly 

created folders can be assigned a different folder policy, retention period and archive point. The 

folders themselves are created in the necessary locations by the FSA archiving task the next time 

it is scheduled to run.  Users can then use these folder hierarchies to classify their files based on 

the corporate records policy for files. As each folder can have a separate archiving policy, 

different archiving rules can be assigned depending on the anticipated content of each folder. For 

example user profile directories should be excluded from archiving and this can be achieved by 

assigning a “Do not archive” policy to those specific folders. The hierarchies also allow Enterprise 

Vault to assign the correct retention categories to each item, depending on the folder from which 

it was archived. 

 

Figure 14 shows an example Retention folder policy. Note how certain folders have a specific 

folder policy applied (shown within the chevron brackets <>). Figure 15 shows this retention 

folder structure implemented against a users home share. 
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Retention Folders are supported for Windows, NetApp and Celerra volumes and folders. They do 

not require the FSA Agent (or NetApp/Celerra Proxy) to be installed to implement but if any 

placeholder creation is needed then the agent must be present. 

 

A command line interface (CLI) for implementing retention folders is also available. The CLI 

allows administrators to apply retention folders on to multiple targets and supported the use of 

wild cards for specifying volume and folder targets. An XML input file is used to holds details of 

the folder structure as well the various archiving and retention policies assigned to the folders. 

 

No client side software is required for the implementation of Retention Folders. Users would 

simply ‘drag and drop’ files in to the Retention Folders using something like Windows Explorer. 
 
 

  
 

    Figure 14 – Enterprise Vault Retention Folder policy.              Figure 15 – Users home share with retention folders. 
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Targets 

Microsoft Windows 

Enterprise Vault supports target file servers running Windows 2000, 2003 and 2008 Server 

operating systems (including x64)
9
.  

64-bit Support 

The FSA Agent is supported running on Windows x64 operating systems. When an x64 Windows 

file server is detected as a target for archiving, a separate installer for the x64 FSA Agent is 

deployed.  

 

Note - The currently supported x64 architecture/chipsets at the moment are AMD64 and EM64T. 

Archiving from DFS shares 

Enterprise Vault can archive files that reside on the physical servers at the end of a DFS folder 

path and users can access the placeholders through the DFS path as normal. However if the 

Enterprise Vault search tools are used the physical folder paths will be displayed for the file 

rather than the DFS virtual path.  
 
See the following  technote for more information: 
http://seer.entsupport.symantec.com/docs/282891.htm 

NetApp filer 

Enterprise Vault supports archiving from Network Appliance filers that run the NetApp ONTAP 

7.0.x (or higher) operating system. This also includes NetApp NearStore systems and vFilers 

running MultiStore.
10

 

 

                                                                      
 

9
 Always check the EV certification charts for specific platform and operating system compatibility. 

10
 As before, always check the EV certification charts for specific platform and operating system compatibility. 
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In order to add a NetApp file server to Enterprise Vault for archiving, the Enterprise Vault service 

account requires local administrative rights on the filer. To support the use of placeholder 

shortcuts on the NetApp an EV proxy server must be defined which will run the FSA Agent on the 

NetApp filers behalf. This proxy server will be used to facilitate all placeholder related activity as 

the FSA agent cannot be installed on the NetApp itself. The Enterprise Vault proxy server will 

therefore attempt to automatically create an FPolicy registration on the filer in order to honour 

placeholder re-call requests. 

 

Additionally, file blocking requires a similar FPolicy registration on the NetApp device using a 

Windows based FSA Agent as a blocking proxy. Due to limitations in the NetApp API this has to be 

installed on a separate server to the Archiving FPolicy proxy. 

 

EMC Celerra NAS 

Enterprise Vault supports archiving from EMC Celerra NAS systems that run the DART 5.5 or 5.6 

operating systems
11

. If you intend to use placeholder shortcuts on the Celerra device, you must 

enable the FileMover functionality on the Celerra and configure the DataMover to accept Celerra 

FileMove API connections. 

This configuration and more is covered comprehensively here:  

http://seer.entsupport.symantec.com/docs/289676.htm 

Auto Enabler 

You can enable shares on any target for archiving by explicitly specifying the UNC path or by 

using an auto-enabler. The auto-enabler is designed to automatically enable all sub folders of a 

specified root folder with their own archive (therefore archive point). For example, it can be used 

to enable each individual users’ home folder under a generic root container e.g. 

 \\Homeshares  \UserA 

    \UserB 

    \UserC 

Any new folders added subsequently will be enabled automatically during the next archive run. 

                                                                      
 

11
 As before, always check the EV certification charts for specific platform and operating system compatibility. 
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Tasks 

The File System Archiving task is the component that processes the file servers’ content 

according to a schedule and a set of policies. Multiple FSA archiving tasks can archive from a 

single file server; conversely, a single FSA archiving task can archive from a number of different 

file servers.  

 

It is possible to specify the time when either a file server or a share on the server should be 

processed. The scheduling will start at the selected point in time and end when the scheduled 

end time is reached. During each archiving run Enterprise Vault uses checkpointing technology to 

keep track of where it has previously scanned and archived from (which is especially useful on 

large volumes). This means that an archiving task can continue archiving (on the next scheduled 

run) where it finished on the previous run without needing to start from the beginning of the 

volume again. 

 

In the task properties, the administrator can also configure the task to run only in report mode, 

along with the maximum number of report files to retain. This is useful to show what the archive 

policy will do without actually performing any archiving. In addition to the report files on disk, the 

task properties have a status page that provides information about the progress of the current 

archiving run (for example, the number of files and folders processed so far). 
 

FSA and third-party products 

Antivirus and Backup 

FSA has been certified to work with the leading backup and antivirus products. All enterprise-

class backup products and virus scanners for file servers (such as Veritas NetBackup and 

Symantec Endpoint Protection) should have the option to properly handle offline files without 

triggering a recall for each placeholder that is touched. If a backup or antivirus application has 

known issues with the NTFS offline functionality, contact the vendor for an updated version. 

 

If no updated version is available, you can use the ExcludeExes registry key (only on Windows file 

servers) to prevent the Enterprise Vault placeholder service from servicing any requests issued by 

the applications listed that might cause problems with file recalls (See Appendix A for more 

information). 
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On NetApp and Celerra NAS devices, specific Active Directory users or groups can be used to 

exclude recall operations. NAS backup and antivirus applications will typically run under a service 

account, so this user exclude option will be suitable. Check out the EVFSABackupMode within the 

FSA Administration guide for more information. 

Quota managers and storage resource management solutions 

It is possible to use quota management tools such as those built into Windows Server and 

Storage Exec with FSA for file archiving. The certified software combination for a Storage Exec 

and FSA solution is to use Storage Exec 5.5 with Hotfix 5 and Enterprise Vault 2007 FSA Agent. 

 

Symantec has entered in to a partnership with NTP Software who produce NTP QFS storage 

resource management software and On-Demand Archiving (ODA). ODA integrates NTP QFS 

quotas with Enterprise Vault File System Archiving to allow users’ home folders to be managed 

directly with archiving. For more information check out: 

http://www.ntpsoftware.com/products/ODA.aspx 

 

The APIs for other third party quota management solutions are not so clearly defined and 

Symantec cannot provide information regarding compatibility with these solutions without 

undergoing full testing. Refer to the Enterprise Vault certification guide for more information. 

 

FSA may also not be compatible with tools that calculate and report file sizes, such as many of 

the common storage resource management solutions. This is because FSA uses a placeholder 

that is less than 4 KB but emulates the files’ original size as it was reported prior to archiving. 

Therefore the tools will often record either a 4KB size (true size) or the original size for 

placeholders if doing size reporting. This can result in inconsistent or unexpected results. 

Mechanisms to prevent unwanted recalls 

If files are recalled via a network connection, there is no way to determine whether the recall was 

initiated by an end user or an application. Most file-scanning applications (such as backup or 

antivirus products) recognize the offline bit on placeholders and do not recall the archived item 

when accessing the placeholder object. However, since some applications do not honour the 

offline bit properly, Enterprise Vault provides application-level protection against unwanted 

recalls. The default setting prevents more than 20 file requests in a 10-second interval. See 

Appendix A for details on how to configure recall limits. 
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For Windows based file servers, you can also specify a list of programs that are prohibited from 

recalling archived items. This would most likely be useful if you use an Antivirus or Backup 

application that does not honour the offline file attribute. Note that this functionality will only 

work against applications that are stored and executed locally on the file server (see Appendix A 

for details). 

 

Another way to block the mass recall of files for scheduled events like nightly backups would be 

to use a command-line utility called EVFSABackupmode.exe. This utility is run from the file 

server to set FSA in backup mode for the backup period that could potentially cause a recall 

problem. To this end there would be no real issues with leaving the file server permanently in 

backup mode. When the file server is in backup mode EV inspects the membership of a domain 

(Universal, Global or Local) group called “Enterprise Vault Backup Operators” and all members of 

this group are prevented from recalling files from Enterprise Vault. By placing the backup 

software service account in this group, the backup can continue without fear of a runaway 

placeholder recall occurring.
12

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                      
 

12
 Placing Enterprise Vault in FSA backup mode does not affect archiving of new items; it merely stops all placeholders from 

being recalled by the members of that specific group. Normal domain users will still be able to continue recalling and searching 
for archived items as normal. 
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Conclusion 

Symantec Enterprise Vault File System Archiving is clearly unrivaled in the file system archiving 

market, thanks to well-designed features such as  

• Granular policy management 

• Retention Folders 

• Flexible rule based archiving policies 

• Active and Passive file blocking 

• Enterprise Class reporting 

• Single-instance storage and compression. 

• Seamless end-user access including pass through recall. 

• Full-text indexing and search. 

• Web-based visibility into an archive 

• Protections for accidental mass file recalls 

 

Enterprise Vault surpasses the scope, ability and performance of typical file management 

applications which merely move data based on broad policies from one storage device to another. 

As files are now routinely being requested for internal and external investigations, Enterprise 

Vault File System Archiving enables the organizations to meet their discovery and regulatory 

requirements through indexing, search and tools such as Retention Folders.  
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Appendix A 

Emulating the original file size 
 

Key name: FileSizeEmulation 

Location: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\KVS\Enterprise Vault\FSA\PlaceholderService  

Type: DWORD  

 

Possible values: 

0—Placeholder files show a size of zero.  

1—(Default) Placeholder files show the size of the original files.  

 

Description: 

Controls whether placeholders appear to have a size of zero or a size that matches that of the 

corresponding archived items. Only works for placeholders created prior to EV 6.0 SP2. 

Placeholders created after this version always show the size of the original file. 

Only works on Windows file server. 

 

Excluding local applications from recalling placeholders 

 
Key name: ExcludedExes  

Location: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\KVS\Enterprise Vault\FSA\PlaceholderService  

Type: String  

 

Description:  

For Windows file servers only it is possible to specify a list of programs that are prohibited from 

recalling archived items. This is most likely to be useful if you use an Antivirus or Backup program 

that does not honour the file system offline attribute.  

To specify a list of prohibited programs, edit ExcludedExes to specify the names of the program 

executable files, separated by semicolons (;). For example, to exclude Windows Explorer, 

MyBackupProg.exe, and a program called Antivirus.exe, you could specify:  

Explorer.exe;MyBackupProg.exe;Antivirus.exe 
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Limiting the number of recalls per time interval 

These registry key’s are not available for NetApp file servers however similar settings are 

available in the Administration Console. 

 
Key name: RecallLimitTimeInterval  

Location: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\KVS\Enterprise Vault\FSA\PlaceholderService  

Type: DWORD  

 

Default value: 10 

 

Description:  

RecallLimitTimeInterval specifies the number of seconds in which a maximum of 

RecallLimitMaxRecalls recalls is allowed. When this limit is reached, there is an additional wait of 

RecallLimitTimeInterval seconds before the count is reset.  

 
 
Key name: RecallLimitMaxRecalls  

Location: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\KVS\Enterprise Vault\FSA\PlaceholderService  

Type: DWORD  

 

Default value: 20 

 

Description:  

You can specify a maximum rate of recall on each computer that runs a placeholder service, thus 

controlling the rate at which an individual user can recall files. By doing so, you also prevent any 

applications that do not honor the file system offline attribute from recalling all files that have 

been archived from a volume.  

The default maximum rate is 20 recalls in 10 seconds. This recall limit applies to all users except, 

by default, members of the local administrator’s group.  

If the recall limit is exceeded, the application receives an Access Denied status. How this is 

displayed to the user depends on the individual application.  

RecallLimitMaxRecalls specifies the maximum number of items that a user is allowed to recall in 

RecallLimitTimeInterval seconds.  
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Allowing administrators to bypass recall limits 

 
Key name: BypassRecallLimitsForAdmins 

Location: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\KVS\Enterprise Vault\FSA\PlaceholderService 

Type: DWORD 

 

Possible values: 

0—(Default) Recall limits apply to administrators. 

1—There are no recall limits for administrators. 

 

Description: 

You can specify a maximum rate of recall on each computer that runs a placeholder service, thus 

controlling the rate at which an individual user can recall files. By doing so, you also prevent any 

applications that do not honour the file system offline attribute from recalling all files that have 

been archived from a volume. This recall limit applies to all users except, by default, members of 

the local administrator’s group. 

BypassRecallLimitsForAdmins controls whether the recall limits apply to members of the local 

administrator’s group on the server that is running the placeholder service. 

 

Synchronise NTFS Folder Level Permissions 

 
Key name: SynchroniseFSASharePermissions 

Location: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\KVS\Enterprise Vault 

Type: DWORD 

 

Possible values: 

0— Synchronize the folder level permissions rather than the share permissions. 

1—(Default) Synchronize the share permissions. 
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